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involved, click one of these buttons! This faulty Hands Free Link issue is absolutely
unacceptable, especially since Acura has allowed it to proliferate for so many years and
victimize all of you here who have spent so much time and money on this! In fact, Acura must
be one of the worst luxury auto brands after all of the issues I've dealt with. I have a Acura TL
that was serviced multiple times while under warranty for issues such as a "mysterious power
draw" and sticking side view mirror. The dealer's service dept stated they couldn't find the
source of the power drain, so they simply put in a new battery as if that was an answer. And the
sticking side mirror still gets stuck. As soon as the warranty ran out, they gave me the cold
shoulder. My Acura TL now won't start after only three days of non-use because its battery gets
completely drained. The battery is new, the alternator passed tests, and online forums all
indicate a known Acura service bulletin for the culprit being the faulty HFL module. Acura
Service depts want to charge just to look at it, and Acura Customer Relations refuses goodwill
service and told me to pay for the repair myself! This is outrageous! I want to at least be able to
drive my car, so I removed the HFL module myself, which was easy. That module was hot to the
touch like a smartphone after playing a long movie! And the car hadn't been driven for two
days! Guess what? My car's battery no longer gets drained. I have a TL. Last week, it was
sluggish to start. I was told that it had a faulty HFL connection that was draining my battery a
battery that was replaced 4 months ago. I told them that I have never used the darn thing and
I've had the car for 7 years! I just now came across this forum and learned that it could be
disconnected Acura did not tell me that!! Today, my car did not start at all. I had to get it towed
to Acura for them to tell me that my starter was kaput! Now, I am thinking maybe it was the
starter all along. Until, now I used to love my car This is appalling! I sent an e-mail to Acura
Client Relations. Something needs to be done about this! The issue was intermittent and first
started with wiggling the wires a bit and connection was establish. I know then something is
loose but module is working! I took little pieces of foil rolled them up really thin and put them in
the holes of the electric plug where the module is connected just so to give it some conduction
from power source pins to module connector. I noticed the white and black terminals were then
ones that were loose. Works like a charm! Oh and if you didn't know the HFL module is located
in your the centre console behind the arm rests. Good luck. I have a different problem with the
HFL I don't have the "rebooting" problem, or the battery drain. Mine goes through the pairing
process just fine, until you get to the part where she asks you "What would you like to name
this phone? I had similar issues not finding my phone connecting my iPhone 5s with my Acura
TL and spent quiet some time in the past. Finally, I figured out the problem and could
successfully connect. Steps: Go to main menu Phone setup Out of options like list, add, delete,
chose 'list' option I didn't know that I had 2 phones already configured, one my son's and the
other one my old phone Deleted one of the phones Chose 'Add' option This time, my new
iPhone 5s was discovered and I could pair it successfully No need for any new hardware Reset
the system and tried to pair again. It would not recognize any phones. Thought I remembered
having a issue once before but could not find the repair record it was still under warranty. After
researching for a couple hours I was getting pretty disappointed. I figured I would take it apart
and at least clean the contacts between the mother and daughter boards. I did find that when I
took it apart that the module that was in it was newer dated Aug on the information label and
that the wiring harness had been modified. Anyway, cleaning the contacts worked! Worth the
time before trying to find a replacement or aftermarket. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. March April May June This is with a new iPhone 5s running iOS 7. July

August November I have gone through 4 batteries over the past 5 years. Most recent new
battery was installed a month ago, yesterday went out to the car and it was dead. I contacted the
mechanic who installed the new battery. He said they ran a test and found a malfunctioning
circuit that powers the bluetooth hands-free link. Said that the HFL was drawing current from
the battery while the car was off. It wasn't drawing a lot of current, but enough to kill a battery
over the course of a few weeks. There's a youtube video that shows how to install it yourself. I
haven't tried that, just reporting that I watched it and it looks like a simple enough to replace
myself. I'm not buying Acura again. December I have a '05 Acura RL, which I purchased about a
year and a half ago. I haven't been able to pair either of my phones. Now the HF Link is on and
has been for 4 days, which keeps me from using my audio system. It has done this a few times
before but goes off on its own. Does anyone know if I can replace with a new updated module?
Did you ever figure out how to complete the pairing process cjustins? I am having the same
problem where it asks me to the name phone, and then it exits. Infecticide British Columbia
Posts: 1. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
September My Acura Tl bluetooth also stopped working. I researched and after hours and hours
of research, I got the answer. They shipped me the part in 3 daysits the exact part and color of
my current overhead console. I looked up service bulletin and this tells you exactly how to take
this apart--very, very easy. I took it apart ahead of time to know what I was doing and it took me
8 minutes to replace this and put back once it came in. I also have navigation and did not
replace any delay part that is mentioned in the service bulletin. Once I replaced this part, the
bluetooth worked correctly immediately. You do have to reprogram it and store all your
numbers again, but this was by far the cheapest and easiest fix out there. October Thx for the
posting! I just redid mine and like you said by far the cheapest way to go I somewhat believe
this and somewhat think they are full of it! Turie, I attempted to message you but there didn't
seem to be a way to send a message just you. I have been having problems with my HFL for a
couple months and have just been making due without it. However now, my battery keeps dying
because apparently the HFL is draining it. Could you send me whatever information you were
able to gather? Also did you just replace the module yourself or did you have the Dealership
take care of it for you? Thanks for the help! October edited October Nope, I did not pay the
Stealership anything. Thanks again! I was told it is not covered by warranty I purchased the ,
extended warranty. I asked them how would I be able to break it and they said I can't, so I asked
why isn't it covered by the extended warranty? They said the wording is in the small print of the
extended warranty contract. After reviewing all these complaints, It is an Acura service issue
not an owner issue. I am on my 4th Acura and told the service rep, to discuss my issue with the
Service and Sales Manager and call me back with a better resolution. I'll let you know what the
response is later. The HFL failed about a year and a half ago. I called the dealer where I
purchased it, brought it in and said I was not paying for it because it should be covered and
they did not charge me. Not sure if it being a Certified Pre-Owned has anything to do with it but I
would go back to your dealer again and complain. My dealer also put 1 odd ball tire on my car
too when I purchased it--which my mechanic spotted during my 1st oil change and tire
rotation--I made them replace my tire too--and made them match it to my existing
brand--again--no out of pocket from me. You have to be tough with these guys or they take
advantage of you. Its not like this is a "throw away" car like some econ car.. Good luck. I have a
MDX and my handsfree button just stopped working completely, the car does not recognize my
phone at all, in fact nothing happens whatsoever when the HF button is pushed. If there is a way
for me to get the email you reference I would love to have it. Thanks for your reply! Hi there if it
was you who tried to Instant Message me go ahead and send me your email address. Thx Turie.
November My Acura TL would not start this morning. I replaced the battery in July. When trying
to start the car, I had lights but the battery would not turn over the motor. After jumping the
battery, the car started. Reading all of these blogs I suspect an HFL issue. After reading these
blogs, it makes sense. Also, I noticed that there is something in the electrical system that is
drawing energy from the battery while the car is not on. I have read the blogs and found the
Service bulletin as well as replacement HFL. Big Question??? But only if this will solve the
problem and not cause any future problems. If you have suggestions, I would really appreciate
it! I've had no problems with the HFL, until recently Took it to my regular service guy, after my
battery would drain when sitting for a very short period of time. Battery is brand new, and the
charging system is working properly. There is, however, between a 2. They've tracked it back to
what they think is the HFL. The Service Manager at Acura told me this is a known issue, and will
likely result in either needing to disable or replace the HFL module I'm hoping someone else
has a little background in this, or maybe knows where I can find a circuit map to do some of my

own verfication. I would suggest using service bulletin and follow the directions of prying the
tab of the overhead lighting console, pulling down, taking out the 4 bolts, and disconnecting the
bluetooth module. This takes about minutes and is very simple to just unplug it.. I never work
on cars and this was very simple for me. I changed out my module and it works better than the
original--so I guess it may have never worked percent correctly. I think if you try taking out the
fuse you may lose other items connected on that fuse. Only 10 minutes to disconnect the
module and you will know for sure. December Add me to the list! My HFL died last week! When I
bought the car, it was one of the reasons that persuaded me to pick the car! Very disappointed
that it costs so much to replace the unit! Not a very happy camper here! And to think, I am
deciding what new car to buy right now Acura used to be such a great car! Thanks to all of you
digging deep on this! Will order part and put it in myself! Again, thanks! What's with everyone's
bluetooth failing at the same time? Button doesn't do anything, or sometimes work usually not.
Got it to pair today but it dropped in the middle of a call. I have the same issue described with
my Acura TL. I am planning on using bulletin to replace the HFL unit myself. This would be my
first foray into messing with electronic components in a car. Am I correct in assuming I should
disconnect the car's battery before opening up the roof console and replacing the HFL? Or is
that overkill for this type of project? No reason to disconnect the battery. Overkill yes. Real
simple Hello all - just want to report one last thing before you give in or either replace the HFL
Good luck! Hello all - just want to report one last thing before you either give in or replace the
HFL I completed this myself a couple of days ago. Super easy. I would add one thought to
anyone who is thinking about attempting this. If you are comfortable building or repairing your
PC, then this will be no problem for you. Also, shop around a bit for the HFL unit itself. I was
able to find it cheaper by ordering directly through the parts department of my local dealer.
January My HFL failed last year, same stuff, not pairing and then not even finding the phone or
any phone for that matter - no battery problems but who is to say whats next My advice is that
you work with your dealer as a "loyal Acura customer" and have them submit the repair for
Goodwill. They will split the cost. This is a huge problem for Acura since they claim to be a
technologically advanced car. It worked for me, good luck. Now it seems to drop calls and while
I am on a call, my voice keeps cutting off so that every other word is understood. I thought it
was my phone but when I switch to the phone my voice is fine and every word is understood.
Has anyone else experienced this problem? That's great news Anyone have any idea on how to
remove the device from a TL? This is my post at and if you google the service bulletin you will
step by step instructions Super, Super easy and anyone can do it as I am not very mechanical at
all. My system was locked also. I did all the items on the service bulletin, except I took off the
Black cover on the Bessel itself to reveal the Handsfree Link Circuit Boards. I took those off and
cleaned all the connections with alcohol and a cotton swab and assembled it back together.
February edited February I need some help, please! I have a TL. Bluetooth stopped working
around 4. I tried to follow the bulletin last night. Every step was not a problem but the 20p
connector in step 2 stuck there and couldn't be taken out. So I was only able to see half of the
board after removing the four bolts. How did you disconnect it? Have a trip this Saturday and
the battery is dead after one day not driving. So worried! Thanks a ton for any help! March
Managed to disconnect the 20p connector finally, but it didn't seem to solve anything after I
fully followed the bulletin. HFL still not working and staying at "booting up". Not sure if it is
because I didn't have the car running. Will try that again with car running tonight. At minimum I
want to solve the battery draining problem. Is that something I can tell instantly or I have to let
the car sit for a couple of days and see if the battery is dead again? If you disconnected the
HFL, and left it disconnected, it will not work, and will continue to "boot up" if you keep trying to
use it. If it's draining, and you disconnect it, leave the care the normal amount of time that is has
been taking to drain, and if it works, I think you've found your problem. I went through this on
my ' It turned out to not be the HFL, but the door lock actuator and the window switch. Those
draws come from the same area, and it takes some time to figure out the exact details. I refused
and went for a second opinion. Low and behold the Einstein at Acura that was supposed to
have disconnected the bluetooth didn't unplug it correctly unknowingly or knowingly and
disconnected my map lights instead since its housed in the same compartment I'm going after
Acura for my parasitic draw test fee, since all along they were lying to me, at this point and after
many stranded nights they should had replaced it for free! I redid everything with the engine
running. It seemed to reset the HFL this time. The battery drain problem is gone. The bluetooth
went back on, connected a call, dropped it shorterly after and then went dead again. I wonder if
it still has the connection problem or I shall order a new module. Thanks for the expertise! May
Mine quit working over a year ago and I just quit using it. Then I started having car battery
problems and after researching Two new car batteries later I realized it was connected to the
HFL. After finding the instructions on removing the module from my car, I disconnected it so it

would stop the battery drain. They quoted two prices for the part and felt I was getting ripped. I
received it yesterday, installed and paired my phone within 20 minutes. What a shame that
Acura charges as much as they do to replace it for you. I will consider this on my next car
purchase. I am a woman in my late 50s. If I can do it so can you. In advance, thanks for any
ideas or suggestions. I have a TL Tech where the bluetooth sees the phone, allows it to install. It
works fine for a few hours. When i come back to the car, the phone is "lost", in that it does not
connect with the car's unit. The car still has my i-phone 4 on it's list, but it is unable to connect.
If I turn the bluetooth off on the phone, then turn it on again, it sees it and it works. Dealership
hasn't been that helpful. I have upgraded my phone to the latest OS 5. Anyone have any
suggestions? Thanks so much. June I don't know the previous owners code, so I'm stuck Any
advice? Thanks in advance. There should be a sticker on the left edge of the glove box door
when you open it. Otherwise call the dealer. There's a sequence of buttons to push to get the
code to display on the radio. Thank you for your prompt reply to my MDX pairing problem.
Unfortunately, the sticker on the glovebox was MIA. Tomorrow, I 'll follow your advice and get
the sequence of command from the dealer to resolve the problem. I'll keep you posted. Thanks
again jdurkinmdx. FYI Partial success! I shut down the MDX, immediately restart the car Any
ideas as to what the problem is? Thanks in advance for your help. Same issue here. Blackberry
Bold will link up, contacts will import with HFL, turn car on and off 2 or 3 times and grey screen
appears saying Unable to import phonebook. Let me know if you find a solution and I will do the
same. I've been to the dealership 3x, they tested other phones, and they seem to work. My
iPhone4 will not stay connected- my wife's iPhone4s, seems to do okay. The Apple store people
keep giving me different answers. Gone to 5. Then they tell me that it is what it is, goes by
production date as to what will work, and that there is no uniformity in the bluetooth world. I
don't buy it- the problem is somewhere in the phone's software. We had the same issue as
many here- a sudden "booting" hfl msg after 70k mi. Tried pulling fuses, but no luck. We
decided to try the "take it all apart and put it back together" route before purchasing the OEM
part. Thanks to this forum we followed the bulletin- it was super easy to do 25 min total and we
have zero clue on car repairs. We even took the power cord off the actual hfl unit in case there
was a loose wire and opened the hfl unit likely unnecessary, but in case a capacitor or
something was obviously loose-- I don't think anyone needs to do this. Then put everything
back together. Hfl worked AND remembered the phone!! Even the garage door pairing was
remembered thought we'd lose that when we pulled fuses. Anyway, wanted to post to give
another alternative to replacing the unit. What steps did you follow to determine the draw was
from something else? I just replaced my HFL unit a month ago myself but my battery is still
being drawn down. I broke down and took it into the dealership and they say that the part I used
needs to be replaced again. I think they really didn't test it because I had already told them I had
replaced the HFL myself so I'm sure it was an easy, quick answer for them to just say t
99 blazer engine
1998 ford taurus transmission range sensor
2000 ford f250 6 speed manual transmission
hat new part is still the problem. I'm frustrated and I want whatever is wrong, fixed! The price
seems high for a simple replacement If I were to by a new unit, is a simple plug installation all
that is needed, aside from set up. Thanks in advance for all help. I've been trying to get the part
number, but the number the dealer gave me doesn't match and I didn't trust him when he gave it
to me. Turie, Thanks! But is this the whole moon roof assy? Sorry, this may be a dumb q, but
I'm not following why I need to match my interior color. I was able to disassemble everything
using the service bulletin, and got to this 5"x2" HFL box. Isn't that all I'd have to replace? Or am
I actually replacing the trim? Sincerest Thanks, Roh. July Like yourself, I took apart the whole
unit. The fact of the matter is that you need to include your interior color because the HFL is
shipped with the moon roof assembly. As received, you'll find it to be an easy 15 minute install.
Sign In or Register to comment.

